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❏ Incorporated in 2004, Kedia Advisory is one of the leading SEBI 
Registered Research House having an unmatched and 
incomparable award winning research services with manifested 
pedigree of more than 15 years.

❏ Being a Market Leader specialising in Commodities, Equity and 
Currency Markets, our research and various reports including 
outlook and views on various products have been benefiting our 
clients immensely and helping them to take a better informed 
decision for over 15 years now.

❏ Mr Ajay Kedia ( Founder, Director ) has been instrumental and 
continues to be the guiding force since inception for setting up 
various processes and methodologies across various products 
including technical and fundamental research in making our 
advisory division an award winning advisory division.



Recap
1. Relative Strength Index - RSI measures the magnitude of recent 

price changes to evaluate overbought or oversold conditions.
a. 70/30 Strategy
b. 52/48 Strategy

2. Moving Averages - Moving average helps smooth out the price 
data by creating a constantly updated average price.

a. Bullish Moving Average Cross
b. Bearish Moving Average Cross
c. Golden Cross
d. Death Cross
e. Strategy EMA-25,EMA-50 
f. Strategy 7,14,21 SMA

3. MACD - MACD helps investors understand whether the bullish or 
bearish movement in the price is strengthening or weakening.

a. Bullish Crossover
b. Bearish Crossover

4. Bollinger Band
5. Vortex Index
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Open Interest (OI)

● Open interest is the total number of 
outstanding derivative contracts, such as 
options or futures that have not been 
settled.

● Open interest equals the total number of 
bought or sold contracts, not the total of 
both added together.

● Open interest is commonly associated with 
the futures and options markets.

● Increasing open interest represents new or 
additional money coming into the market 
while decreasing open interest indicates 
money flowing out of the market. 

Open Interest



Open Interest (OI)Trading Idea

● Price increasing during an uptrend and open interest on the rise are interpreted as new 
money coming into the market. That reflects new buying, which is considered bullish.

● If the price is rising and the open interest is on the decline, short sellers covering their 
positions are causing the rally. Money is, therefore, leaving the marketplace. This is taken as 
a bearish sign.

● If prices are in a downtrend and open interest is on the rise, it suggests new money is 
coming into the market. This shows aggressive new short selling. They believe this scenario 
will lead to a continuation of a downtrend and a bearish condition.

● Suppose the total open interest is falling off and prices are declining. This scenario 
suggests weakening of downtrend and start of strong position as most of the sellers have 
sold their positions.



Open Interest (OI)Trading Idea



Choppiness Index
● The Choppiness Index (CHOP) is an indicator designed 

to determine if the market is choppy (trading 
sideways) or not choppy (trading within a trend in 
either direction).

● It is a range-bound oscillator, The Choppiness Index 
has values that always fall within a certain range. 
CHOP produces values that operate between 0 and 
100.

● Choppiness Index is not meant to predict future 
market direction, it is a metric to be used to for 
defining the market's trendiness only.

● The closer the value is to 100, the higher the 
choppiness (sideways movement) levels.

● The closer the value is to 0, the stronger the market is 
trending (directional movement)

● Common threshold values are popular Fibonacci 
Retracements. 61.8 for the high threshold and 
38.2 for the lower threshold.

Choppiness Index



Choppiness IndexChoppiness IndexTrading Idea- Choppiness and Vortex

Choppiness index is a volatility indicator it doesn't 
help to determine direction of the trend.
We can combine Choppiness with Vortex Indicator 
to help with direction.



Choppiness IndexChoppiness IndexTrading Idea- Choppiness and RSI

Choppiness index is a volatility indicator it doesn't 
help to determine direction of the trend.

We can combine Choppiness with RSI 52:48 
strategy to help with direction, 



Directional Movement Index (DMI)
● The Directional Movement Index (DMI) is 

composed of two lines, and an optional one, 
showing selling pressure (-DI), showing buying 
pressure (+DI), and a ADX line showing the 
difference between the former positive and 
negative lines.

● A +DI line above the -DI line means there is 
more upward movement than downward 
movement.

● A -DI line above the +DI line means there is 
more downward movement than upward 
movement.

● Crossovers can be used to signal emerging 
trends. For example, the +DI crossing above the 
-DI may signal the start of an uptrend in price.

● The larger the spread between the two lines, the 
stronger the price trend. 

Directional Movement Index (DMI)



Directional Movement Index (DMI)MA 25, MA 50 & DMI Trading Idea



SUPER TREND INDICATOR
● Supertrend is a trend indicator.

● When the Supertrend closes below the Price, a 
Buy signal is generated, and when the 
Supertrend closes above the Price, a Sell signal 
is generated.

● Supertrend is constructed using the ATR 
(Average True Range) indicator with a multiplier 
and has two inputs - ATR period and the 
multiplier.

● Generally used parameters are 10 and 3

SUPER TREND INDICATOR



8 DMA, 15 DMA & Super Trend Trading Idea SUPER TREND INDICATOR



8 DMA, 15 DMA & Super Trend Trading Idea SUPER TREND INDICATOR



● Fibonacci retracements are one of the four most 
commonly-used Fibonacci studies for predicting 
levels of support and resistance for a given market.

● Fibonacci retracements are used immediately after 
a strong price movement either up or down.

● An imaginary vertical line is drawn across the chart 
between two extreme price values, one high and 
one low.

● The most common number of lines is five, drawn 
at 0%, 38.2%, 50%, 61.8%, and 100% of the 
length of the line

● A Fibonacci retracement isn’t useful for 
determining overall trends in price, but can help to 
predict levels of support and resistance within a 
large price reversal

Fibonacci Numbers Fibonacci Numbers



Fibonacci Numbers Fibonacci Numbers
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Fibonacci Numbers Fibonacci Numbers



Let's get to our 
Strategy for the day -
ICHIMOKU CLOUD
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Sample Charts 
for Reference
Commodity are well connected with other asset 
classes while Equities are less



Charts for Reference
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Charts for Reference
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How to use technical analysis to make profit in markets? If you love taking signals 
from what others are doing, technical analysis may prove to be a good way to 
make profits in markets. By using technical indicators, technical analysis of stocks, 
commodities and currencies uses patterns in market data so as to identify trends 
and then make predictions. 

How do you learn technical analysis of stocks? You can learn technical analysis by 
reading good books, reading articles and blogs on the Internet. do virtual trading to 
learn from mistakes. Avoid trading in penny stocks at first. They are high risk, high 
return game, Follow top technical analysts.

What are the limitations of technical analysis? Technical analysis and technical 
charts are based on a theory. If the indicators give mixed signals, there is indecision. 
In such a scenario, one indicator could show a buy signal. At the same time, the 
other technical indicator could show a sell signal.

What are the assumptions in technical analysis? Technical markets experts 
believe that the security/stock price will move along an established trend and 
pattern. Yes, they think it will behave just as it had done in the past. We also admit 
that history does not repeat itself. If you are basis trades on some technical 
analysis in intraday, be prepared to witness something which has not happened in 
the past.

What is Breakout? It is whereby prices forcefully penetrate an area of prior support 
or resistance. If you are interested in trading in only indices, look for breakouts in 
Nifty technical chart.

Some FAQs on Technicals
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What are the different uses of technical analysis? There is only one basic use of 
technical analysis - to get entry and exit information to make a successful trade. All the 
technical analysis and technical indicators are used to confirm other technical analysis 
tools. Technical analysis gives you very short term indicators of how a stock/index may 
move. Thus, it is fit for traders.

What are trend lines? Technical analysis is built on the assumption that prices trend. 
Hence, the use of trend lines is important for both trend identification and trend 
confirmation. A trend line is a straight line. It connects two or more price points and then 
extends into the future to act as a line of support or resistance. Trend lines are extremely 
useful for technical analysis of stocks.

What is the concept of support and resistance? The support and resistance are basically 
specific price points on a chart. These points are expected to attract maximum amount 
of buying or selling. The support price in technical analysis is a price at which one can 
expect more buyers than sellers. In the technical market, the resistance price is a price at 
which one can anticipate more sellers than buyers.

What is the importance of volume in technical analysis? In the technical analysis world, 
volume measures the number of a stock's shares that are traded in a day or a period of 
time. Volume is very important because it confirms the previously-decided trend 
directions. Volume is a key input. Look at both price and volume when you study stock 
charts.
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Visit our Website www.kediacapital.com

Open an account 
with us right now 
to enjoy quality 
services and 
uninterrupted 
trading.
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Visit our Website www.kediaadvisory.com

Contact us right now to 
enjoy quality advisory 

services.



You can ask your Query
Name     : Ajay Kedia
Email : info@kediaadvisory.com
Mobile : 9320096333 / 9323406035



Thanks!

KEDIA STOCKS & COMMODITIES RESEARCH PVT LTD.
Mumbai, India

For more details, please contact
Mobile: +91 9323406035 / 9320096333

Email: info@kediacapital.com 
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